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Highlights 
• A new method/tool to design, simulate and test MPC for RTC of sewer systems is presented. 
• Existing models can be conveniently implemented as internal models for MPC. 
• All types of RTC can now be simulated and evaluated in the same simulation environment. 

 

Introduction 
Real time control of urban drainage systems is successfully applied in numerous case studies worldwide. Of 
the different methodological approaches available for design and operation of RTC systems, all are 
successfully applied in practice – rule- and Fuzzy-based RTC (Fuchs et al., 2007, Haas und Schütze, 2015), 
Model-based (predictive) control (MBPC or MBC) (e.g., Lund et al., 2019, Stentoft et al., 2020, Congcong et 
al., 2021) and concepts of generalised controllers (Alex et al., 2008, Pabst et al., 2011, Kroll, 2019).  Among 
the challenges of MPC is the definition of the internal model (“Digital Twin”), which is called many times at 
every control time step by an optimisation routine (Figure 1). Most current MPC applications of RTC have to 
make use of, besides the sewer system simulator, additional software (such as Matlab, PySWMM), which 
might hamper practical application of MPC for RTC of sewer systems. 

 
Figure 1. Model-based control of urban drainage systems (adapted from Schütze et al., 2002) 
 
For a wider implementation of sewer system RTC, MPC design tools suitable for practicing engineers and an 
implementation tool fit for industry applications are still required. As, according to German consent 
practice, most sewer operators have a simplified (usually hydrologic) model of their system at hand, this 
could possibly serve as an internal model for MPC. This paper illustrates the use of a generic MPC module 
of the Simba# simulator (ifak, 2021) for sewer system RTC. This module allows any user-defined model or 
"Digital Twin" to be used as an internal model. This “Digital Twin” model can be combined with a wide 
range of optimization methods and any objective function for MPC can be specified.  MPC can then be 
tested in a simulation exercise (using any model as a test environment), before it is applied on the real 
process by coupling it to an automation system (OPC UA, Modbus, etc.), using, for example, the open-
source solution ifakFAST (Alex et al., 2020). Thus, the steps of virtual commissioning and, ultimately, 
productive use of RTC are prepared for industrial use. This paper illustrates the first step – development 
and test of an MPC controller for RTC – for the Astlingen network, using a typical hydrological model as an 
internal model. The MPC approach is also compared with other control approaches implemented in the 
same simulation environment. 
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Methodology 
Case study: The Astlingen system 
The methodology is illustrated for the hypothetical Astlingen case study. It represents a sewer system 
(partly combined, partly separated), with design and setup typical for Central European conditions. It is 
described in detail by DWA (2018) and summarised by Schütze et al. (2018). The system serves a population 
of 35000 inhabitants (average dry weather flow of 87.9 l/s, including infiltration inflow), and has an 
impervious catchment area of 581 ha. Six storage tanks and four combined sewer overflow structures 
without storage form part of the drainage system. High-resolution rainfall data is available from four rain 
gauges within the system. The control task consists – in line with the publications on Astlingen cited above 
– in setting the throttle outflows of four of the storage tanks at every control time step (here: 5 minutes).  
 
Simulation and MPC control is done using the Simba# simulator (ifak, 2021), which contains a variety of 
modules for hydrologic and fully hydrodynamic simulation of flow and quality within sewer systems. Hence, 
for each of the two models involved in any MPC development (see Figure 1), any modelling approach can 
be chosen. For the present study, for both models, a hydrological model (as is defined for the Astlingen 
network by DWA, 2018) was chosen. This model complexity (consisting of detailed rainfall-runoff 
modelling, reservoir cascades and transport pipes for flow, storage and overflow devices) corresponds to 
the model complexity of models typically at hand for most sewer operators (in addition to more detailed 
models which, in some cases, are also at hand). 
 
Implementation of Model-based Control 
MPC is implemented, using an observer model, optionally fed with rainfall prediction (switched off in this 
study, in order to allow a fair compassion with other RTC approaches), with automated correction of 
internal states by sensor information (here: water levels of selected tanks) and a MPC routine, calling an 
optimiser, which, in turn, calls the internal model, at every control time step (here: 5 minutes) (Figure 2). 
The control horizon was set 30 minutes: of the optimised control decision trajectory, only the first step is 
used for the control decision (typical receding horizon approach).  

 
Figure 2. Observer and MBPC modules as core elements of an MPC implementation in Simba#. 
 
Definition of the object function follows the common approach to consider a number of objectives, such as 
reduction of overflow volume, maximum inflow to the WWTP, ensuring equal filling-degree of storage 
tanks, avoidance of oscillations of control devices. A term has been added to ensure that, if no other 
objective prevails, throttle flows should aim at reaching their nominal settings (this also helping to increase 
acceptance by the operators, as they might be used to their throttles operating at nominal flow settings). 
 
For solving the control problem at every control time step, a wide range of different optimisers (including 
local and global optimisation routines) is available in the Simba# simulator. For the present study, the 
BOBYQA algorithm (Powell, 2009), a constrained local derivative-free method, has been chosen and proven 
to be highly efficient. Comparative (time consuming) test runs using an efficient global routine (Controlled 
Random Search) did not result in better optimum solutions. 
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As for an assessment of performance of MPC (and of any control algorithm) the selection of merely a few 
individual events is not appropriate, an evaluation by a simulation and control run over one entire year has 
been made, yielding the results shown in Figure 3. This figure also contains the results of the simulation of 
the base case (static nominal settings) and the theoretical optimum as well as the results attained by 
different control approaches as have been defined before for the Astlingen example. A key concern of MPC 
systems usually is given by their performance: For the present system, on a typical laptop computer, a 
control decision was found by MPC on average after 0.068 seconds (average of 43 function evaluations of 
the objective function per control time step, with the minimum at 29 and maximum of 903 function 
evaluations). Even given the fact that the system discussed here is fairly simple, these numbers illustrate 
the high performance of the procedure implemented. 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of different TC algorithms for the Astlingen sewer network – cumulative total overflow volume over all 
simulation time steps. 
 

Conclusions and future work 
Results illustrate, for a typical case study, not only the potential of MPC for RTC of urban drainage systems 
(which, in itself, is not a novelty), but they also show that it is possibly to conveniently define internal 
models for MPC (which often can be based on models already at the sewer operators’ disposal) and to 
apply MPC in a user-friendly simulation environment, without the need to draw on external routines or 
special purpose libraries, also allowing to directly compare it with other RTC approaches. Obvious 
extensions and further work consist in the consideration of pollutant information within the control system.  
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